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ABSTRACT

The Institute of Speech Sciences and Phonetics at Halle
University is currently working on a new dictionary of
German pronunciation, including the development of a
“talking dictionary”. This development is done in co-
operation with the Laboratory of Acoustics and Speech
Communication at Dresden University of Technology. For
this purpose a preliminary study was conducted, using a
high-quality speech synthesis system (Dresdner Speech
Synthesis DRESS). The most recent version of synthetic
speech, derived from the new corpus, has been evaluated
by experts and laypersons with regard to adherence and
closeness to norms of pronunciation. The results show that
deviations between spoken and synthesized utterances of
standard pronunciation of single words occur with respect
to several phonetic features.

1. INTRODUCTION

For almost 50 years the Institute of Speech Sciences and
Phonetics at Halle University has been investigating the
correct pronunciation of German and its coding. Presently,
a team is working on a new dictionary of German
pronunciation [3]. Part of this project is the development
of a "talking dictionary" (CD-ROM), undertaken in co-
operation with the Institute of Acoustics and Speech
Communication at Dresden University of Technology.
A talking dictionary is a necessary complementary to a
conventional dictionary, demanded by users. It is expected
to make acquisition of German standard pronunciation
easier and to impart memorable sound patterns, since it is
difficult for unskilled users to transform phonetic
transcription into spoken language. Furthermore, the
International Phonetic Transcription, often used in
pronunciation dictionaries, is not sufficient enough for a
comprehensive description of all features of German
standard pronunciation. For example, the variants of
consonantal /r/ are represented by just one transcription
sign or with respect to stress only the position of stress is
described, not the means by which it is realized.

Recording the entire projected number of sound examples
(about 150.000, mainly single words) would be very
expensive and consumes as much as 6 Gigabytes memory
space (16 Bit, 16 kHz recording), which is far beyond the
capacity of a CD-ROM. Under these circumstances,
speech synthesis is the only reasonable solution. Even for
a synthesis system with an extended diphone set the
expenses are essentially lower (e.g. 5.000 diphones
consume approx. 20 Mbytes), and flexibility with respect
to further changes and/or additions is guaranteed.

For this purpose, the Dresden Speech Synthesis System
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S was selected. The main purpose of the
igations presented in this article is to evaluate the
ility of a general TTS (Text-To-Speech) system like
S for a talking dictionary project. In the following
st give a short overview of DRESS. Then we present
stening tests and their results and discuss some
quences for further development of high-quality

synthesis.

2. THE BASELINE SYSTEM DRESS

rigin of the synthesis system DRESS dates from a
t which was aimed at developing the software for a
ne-based, hardware-supported TTS system.
while, DRESS is a pure software system which has

used for numerous applications. A detailed
ption is given in [4]. The system was used for a
er of developments in prosody modelling, which
evaluated in [5] and more recently in [6]. For more
ility in the development of voice databases of
nt languages, the unit selection was improved. Its
t version supports mixed-unit voice databases and

strategies including large databases for corpus-
synthesis [7]. The system runs on Linux / Windows
d on several UNIX platforms. Voice databases for a
er of different languages are available.

1 shows the main components of the system. It
ts of different modules processing the information
the written text to the acoustic waveform. Each
le is equipped with a knowledge base, which is in the
st case a set of items like words in a dictionary. The
se of the acoustic module consists of a set of speech
nts (monophones, diphones, syllables, etc.), which

oncatenated during the synthesis process. In the
ments described here, a German database is used
consists of 1,212 diphone units selected from
nces of a male speaker. The unit concatenation
thm of the acoustic synthesis may be selected from
nt methods in time and frequency domain,
tively.

t developments of the system reflect the general
cies in speech synthesis. On the one hand, the

ng interest in applications of speech technology in
ded systems forces the developers to minimize the
int of their systems. To meet these requirements,
DRESS was developed as a full TTS system with
an 1 MByte footprint by compressing the diphone
se and introducing a rule-based processing as far as
le [8].

e other hand, the naturalness of synthetic speech has
improved for high-quality applications. Many

s use large speech corpora to maximize the length



of the speech segments to be concatenated. By means of
the already mentioned improved component for unit
selection [7], DRESS is able to process such large
databases as well. The study presented in this paper,
however, is supposed to demonstrate that high acoustic
quality of synthetic speech may also be obtained by
optimizing the (diphone) voice database by means of
phonetic expertise.

3. LISTENING EXPERIMENTS

3.1. SELECTION OF THE TEST SET

Ten sentences selected from the "Berliner Sätze" and 35
single words are used in the test. This material was also
used in former tests and reflects the known problems. The
sentences are:

Heute ist schönes Frühlingswetter. (Today is nice spring
weather.)
Gestern stürmte es noch. (Yesterday it was still stormy.)
Messer und Gabel liegen neben dem Teller. (Knife and fork
lay next to the plate.)
Gib mir bitte die Butter! (Pass me the butter, please!)
Öl fehlte wohl auch. (Oil was missing, too.)
Was macht denn dein verstauchter Fuß? (What about your
sprained ankle?)
Wie wär's mit 'nem kleinen Skat? (What about playing
cards?)
Die Eiligen steigen schnell aus. (The hasty stepp out fast.)
Der Pflug zieht tiefe Furchen. (The plow pulls deep
furrows.)
"Zug endet hier!", verkündet die Ansage. („The course
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Figure 1: Structure of a text-to-speech (TTS) system

like DRESS.
ere!“, says the announcement.)

ngle words are:

Aids); Angstzustände (state of panic); anzünden (to
); Ärzte (physicians); Aufbruch (departure); Autos
; Bahnhof (station); Bandscheibenschaden (slipped

begeistert (enthusiastic); blühen (to flower);
hitis (bronchitis); Brötchenkorb (roll basket);
ter (behind); Durchblutungsstörungen (circulatory
bance); Erkältung (cold); Feldscheune (barn);
ingswetter (spring weather); Gehirnerschütterung
ssion); Glück (luck); Häuschen (small house);

(infection); Keuchhusten (whooping cough);
rlähmung (poliomyelitis); Kopfschmerzen
ache); Magengeschwür (gastric ulcer); Obstbäume

trees); Schnitzel (schnitzel); Schularbeiten
work); Sonnenbrand (sunburn); spazieren (to walk);

(tulips); überqueren (to cross); Verstauchung
n); Wadenkrampf (calf cramp); Zahnschmerzen
ache)

REPARATION OF THE TEST SET

tterances were synthesized with DRESS as described
, except for the prosody generation, where two
nt methods are used. After generating the phoneme
the TTS system has to predict the prosody in terms
onation (F0) and duration values. This is usually
by rule based or data based algorithms. Since the
dy generation algorithms of a TTS system like
S are not designed for the purpose of a talking

nary, the prosody was generated in different ways.
e one hand the algorithms of the TTS system are
(synthetic prosody) on the other hand prosodic
eters are taken from recorded utterances of a trained
e speaker (mapped prosody). For this purpose,
me boundaries were automatically labelled in these
nces and the label were manually corrected
ards. Duration values are taken from these labels. F0

of the recordings are extracted with an
rrelation based pitch extraction algorithm [9]. The
tion of gross errors, the smoothing and the
olation of unvoiced segments are done with the
thms described in [10]. The ten sentences were
sized with synthetic and mapped prosody,
tively. The single words were only synthesized with
d prosody. Concatenation and prosodic
ulation of the diphone units are performed with a
A-like algorithm.

ISTENING TEST
st consists of two parts, (1) a global evaluation of
eech quality of the synthesized sentences and (2) a
d evaluation of the isolated words.
e ten sentences were each heard once a) in a fully
sized version and b) in a version with mapped

dy. The overall quality of the test stimuli of a) and b),
tively, was evaluated with the help of a seven-stage
ty profile (applies completely / applies / applies
hat / neither nor / applies somewhat / applies /

s completely). In each test set-up 20 different
a are evaluated. Among them are the criteria: correct
g, pleasant - unpleasant, careful - careless.

he isolated words were heard by the test persons
l times. Deviations from standard pronunciation

noted in detail on the segmental and suprasegmental



100 students took part in the test, 50 from each university
(Halle and Dresden), as shown in table 1.

Dresden Halle
Age (average) 21,7 25,4
Gender 4 f / 46 m 43 f / 7 m
Field of studies Information

technology
Speech science

Year of studies
(average)

3 3

Table 1: Composition of the test persons.

4. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS

4.1. GLOBAL EVALUATION

Both experimental groups preferred the sentences with
mapped prosody to the sentences with synthesized
prosody, as shown in the exemplary excerpt in table 2.
(The values do not always result in 100%, since not all
criteria were ranked by all participants.) As in the second
part, the test also shows that students of speech science
judge more critically than students of information
technology.

a) Variant 1 (synthetic prosody)
applies neither

nor
applies

D H D H D H
pleasant 18 46 12 6 70 68 unpleasant
right 32 16 22 20 46 64 wrong

b) Variant 2 (mapped prosody)
applies neither

nor
applies

D H D H D H
pleasant 56 52 16 2 28 40 unpleasant
right 64 44 20 28 16 16 wrong

Table 2: Exemplary excerpt of global speech quality
evaluation (D = Dresden, H = Halle; values in %).

a) Segmental vs. suprasegmental deviations.

suprasegmentals segmentals both
D H D H D H

64,3 68,2 28,6 15,9 7,1 15,9

b) Deviations or disturbances in vowels vs. in consonants.
consonants vowels both

D H D H D H
56,2 52,6 32,4 34,2 10,8 13,2

Table 3: Responses to the question: What disturbs
most?

4.2. SINGLE WORDS
Suprasegmental deviations were generally assessed more
negatively than segmental deviations and deviations in
consonants were more negatively assessed than deviations
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turbances in vowels, as shown in table 3. This results
not expected, since we assumed that the known
ms with prosody manipulation in speech synthesis
not have as much influence on the synthesis of

d words.

tions from the standard pronunciation occur in
sized isolated words (with mapped prosody) with
t to several phonetic features. Most frequently, the

subjects indicated the following deviations as
bing:

dy:
ord melody: in steps, not smooth, monotone sound

t successive unstressed syllables
elody of the first syllable frequently too high
cond stress: too strong; words receive a staccato
ythm, in longer words too many strong secondary
resses
nstressed syllables seem to be stretched

ls / diphthongs
ngth - shortness relationship not balanced (long
owels too short, short vowels too long)
unded vowels (O -, U -, Ö- and particularly the Ü-
unds) sound too open and not well enough rounded

chwa sounds at syllable and word ending are too
rongly lengthened
chwa and vocalized R (tends to Schwa) differ too
ttle
iphthongs are too much lengthened in the two vowel
omponents, they seem partly like two syllables

nants
spiration of initial fortis-plosives is too strong
onsonant connections contain coarticulatory
eviations, i.e. they sound like separate consonants,
losives are realized with too much breath

esults of the listening tests show which items of the
ystem have to be improved to meet the requirements
lking pronunciation dictionary.

5. REQUIREMENTS FOR lexDRESS

YSTEM STRUCTURE

ared to the usual application areas of a TTS system,
lking dictionary displays some differences. They
in the following facts:

ecause only single words have to be synthesized, the
alculation of a phrase or sentence prosody can be
mitted.
ecause the phonetic transcription of the word is
iven in the dictionary, no module for grapheme-
honeme transcription is required.
he calculation of the word prosody has reliable
mbolic input (accent information) from the

vailable transcription.

irst two items are simplifications of Figure 1. The
tem implies that the module for prosodic modelling
ure 1 may be replaced by a simpler one.

ver, there are not only simplifications but also
ments. The phonetic evaluation resulted in
ements that are not met by the acoustic module until
There must be a way to put additional control
ation into the acoustic module which goes beyond



the possibilities of the IPA coding, for example. This
means, the IPA coded transcription will be completed by
so-called Extended Information (EI) in the future version.

The combination of a new prosody module with an
acoustic module, which is able to process the necessary
EI’s, has to be developed. This derivate of DRESS will be
called lexDRESS.

5.2. DIPHONE DATABASE
The most essential result from the experiments is the need
for a better segmental quality. Especially, the definition of
the existing diphone set which is based on a selection of
approx. 50 allophones proves to be too coarse.
At present, the list of diphthongs consists of 26 consonants
(affricates are not separately specified but regarded as
compositions of two consonants) as well as 51 vowels /
vowel connections (diphthongs, long vowels + [å]).
Following combinations result: vowel + consonant (1326),
consonant + vowel (1326), consonant + consonant (676).
In order to obtain the extended diphone database,
surnames containing the needed phonemes are used as
well as first names, geographical names and nonsense
words. Different stress positions are considered, too.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced the idea of a talking pronunciation
dictionary using a speech synthesis system. We described
a set of experiments which revealed the benefits and
drawbacks of the method. The results of the experiments
lead to the definition of a new diphone set. This set will be
processed by a derivate of DRESS called lexDRESS. Of
course, this development will be profitable to the baseline
system as well.
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